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We consider the problem of placing a specified number (p) of facilities on the nodes of a 
network so as to minimize some measure of the distances between facilities. This type of problem 
models a number of problems arising in facility location, statistical clustering, pattern recognition. 
and processor allocation problems in multiprocessor systems. We consider the problem under 
three different objectives, namely minimizing the diameter, minimizing the average distance. and 
minimizing the variance. We observe that, in general, the problem is NP-hard under any of the 
objcctivcs. Further, even obtaining a constant factor approximation for any of the objectives is 
N P-hard. 
We present a general framework for obtaining near-optimal solutions to the compact location 
problems for the above measures, when the distances satisfy the triangle inequality. We show 
that this framework can be extended to the case when there are also node weights. Further. 
we investigate the complexity and approximability of more general versions of these problems. 
where two distance values are specified for each pair of potential sites. In these cases, the goal 
is to a select a specified number of facilities to minimize a function of one distance metric 
subject to a budget constraint on the other distance metric. We present algorithms that provide 
solutions which are within a small constant factor of the objective value while violating the 
budget constraint by only a small constant factor. 
1. Introduction and motivation 
Several fundamental problems in location theory [ 18,281 involve finding a place- 
ment of facilities obeying certain “covering” constraints. Generally, the goal of such 
a location problem is to find a placement of minimum cost that satisfies all the spec- 
ified constraints. In general, finding a placement of sufficient generality minimizing a 
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cost measure is often NP-hard [15]. Here, we consider several problems dealing with 
the placement of a specified number of facilities on the nodes of a given network 
so as to minimize some function of the distances between the facilities. Because of 
the nature of the placement desired, we refer to these problems as compact location 
problems. For an example of such a problem from a different application domain, 
consider the following processor allocation problem which arises in the context of 
multiprocessor systems. We are given a computational task consisting of a number 
of communicating subtasks. At a given time, some of the processors may already 
be allocated and the remaining processors are available. The problem is to select a 
subset of processors from the currently available set of processors, one processor per 
subtask, such that the cost of communication among the processors executing the sub- 
tasks is minimized. In this application, the processors must be allocated quickly, and 
this may conflict with the goal of minimum communication cost among the selected 
processors. 
Such location problems are commonly modeled as problems on undirected graphs. 
The nodes of the graph represent the available sites. A cost is associated with each pair 
of sites, and it is specified as the weight of the edge joining the corresponding pair of 
nodes. Depending on the problem, this cost represents one of several parameters such 
as the cost of transporting components between the pair of sites, the cost of setting 
up a communication link between the pair of sites, the time required to communicate 
between the pair of sites, etc. In some problems, there is also a weight associated 
with each node. This node weight may reflect the cost of setting up a facility at the 
corresponding site. 
Under this graph-theoretic setting, a placement is a subset of nodes of a given 
cardinality. The cost of a placement is a problem-specific function of the weights of 
the nodes and edges in the subgraph induced by the placement. Examples of such cost 
functions are the sum of the weights of all the edges in the placement (which may 
reflect the total cost of setting up communication links between each pair of chosen 
sites), the maximum weight of an edge in the placement (i.e., the bottleneck cost, 
which may reflect the maximum time needed to communicate between any pair of 
chosen sites), etc. The goal of a compact location problem is to find a placement of 
minimum cost. 
In practice, it is often the case that a minimum cost placement must be chosen 
subject to budget constraints on other cost measures. We also consider problems where 
the goal is to find a placement that minimizes one cost measure subject to a budget 
constraint on another cost measure. Since these problems involve two cost functions, 
we refer to them as bicriteria compact location problems. As an example, consider 
once again the scenario presented above in the context of multiprocessor systems. If 
the processors need to communicate with each other frequently to exchange data, then 
these data communication delays increase the time needed to complete a task. Further, 
the computation may require the processors to be synchronized often, thus adding to 
the time needed to complete the task. Therefore, it is desirable to select a subset of 
processors so that the total communication cost among the processors is minimized and 
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the maximum delay due to synchronization during the computation does not exceed a 
given bound. 
Such compact location problems also arise in a number of other applications such 
as allocation of manufacturing sites for the components of a system so as to mini- 
mize the cost of transporting components, distributing the activities of a project among 
geographically dispersed offices so as to minimize the transportation or communica- 
tion cost among the offices, statistical clustering, pattern recognition, load-balancing in 
distributed systems, etc. (see [3,2, l&28,22,23] and the references cited therein). 
In graph-theoretic terms, bicriteria compact location problems can be formalized as 
follows. Suppose we are given t1~0 weight functions c and d on the edges of the net- 
work. (For example, the first weight function c may represent the cost of constructing 
an edge, and the second weight function d may represent the actual transportation or 
communication - cost over an edge once it has been constructed.) Given such a graph, 
a positive number B and a positive integer p, we define a general bicriteria compact 
location problem (d, :#) by identifying two minimization objectives of interest from a 
set of possible objectives. The parameter B represents the budget on the second objec- 
tive ./A and the goal is to find a placement of p facilities having the minimum possible 
value for the first objective d such that this solution obeys the budget constraint on the 
second objective. For example, consider the Diumrter-Constrained Minimum Diamrtrr 
Problem denoted by (MIN-DIA, DIA): Given an undirected complete graph G = (1’. E) 
with two nonnegative integral edge weight functions c (modeling the building cost) and 
d (modeling the delay or the communication cost), an integer p denoting the number 
of facilities to be placed, and an integral bound B (on the delay), find a placement 
of p facilities with minimum diameter under the c-cost such that the diameter of the 
placement under the d-costs (the maximum delay between any pair of nodes) is at 
most B. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains preliminaries 
and the formal definitions of the problems considered in this paper. In Section 3 we 
summarize the results obtained. In Section 4 we discuss the related research done 
in this area. Section 5 contains nonapproximability results for graphs with arbitrary 
weights. In Section 6 we present basic approximation algorithms for the unicriterion 
compact location problems. Section 7 contains our approximation algorithms for the 
diameter-constrained bicriteria problems. In Section 8 we outline the approximation 
algorithms for the sum-constrained problems. Section 9 discusses some extensions of 
our approximation algorithms. Finally, Section 10 contains concluding remarks and 
directions for future research. 
2. Preliminaries and problem definitions 
We consider a complete undirected n-vertex graph G = (V, E) with one or two dis- 
tance functions specified on the edges. Given an integer p, a plucement P is a subset 
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of V with IPl = p. Let 6 denote a distance function on the edges of G. We use 
G&(P) := max.+,,,,,.) 6(v,w) to denote the diumeter, Y,(P) := Ce=(r,w) 6(u,w) to 
I’, IVE P c, M’EP 
denote the sum of the distances and g>(P) := Cp=(L+s) 6*(c, w) to denote the sum of 
C,WEP 
the squares of the distances between the nodes in the placement P. 
Note that the average length and the variance* [l] of an edge in a placement 
P are equal to (2/p(p - l))Ya(P) and (2/p(p - l))?&(P), respectively. Since these 
differ from the total length and the sum of the squared distances only by the re- 
spective scaling factors, finding a placement of minimum average length or minimum 
variance is equivalent to finding a placement of minimum total length and mini- 
mum sum of the squared distances, respectively. We use this fact throughout this 
paper. 
As is standard in the literature, we say that a nonnegative edge-weight function 6 
satisfies the triangle inequality, if we have 6(c, w) G&t>, U) + &u, w) for all u, w, u E 
V. We now define the problems studied in this paper beginning with unicriterion 
problems. 
Definition 2.1. An instance of the minimum diameter placement problem (MIN-DIA) 
is given by a complete graph G = (V, E), a nonnegative edge-weight function c and an 
integer 2 <p < / V 1. The problem is to find a placement P (i.e., a vertex subset of size 
p), that minimizes SC(P). 
The minimum average distance placement (MIN-SUM), and minimum variance place- 
ment problem (MIN-VAR), are defined analogously. We now extend the above definition 
to bicriteria compact location problems. 
Definition 2.2. An instance of a diameter constrained minimum diameter placement 
problem (MIN-DIA, DIA) is given by a complete graph G = (V,E), two nonnegative 
edge-weight functions c and d, an integer 2 < p < ) V ( and a positive number B. The goal 
is to find a placement P which minimizes SC(P) subject to the constraint L&(P)<B. 
The versions for the various combinations of objectives 38, 96 and $ are defined 
similarly. 
Given a problem Z7, we use TI-Z7 to denote the problem Il restricted to graphs in 
which both the edge weight functions satisfy the triangle inequality. We will see that 
the triangle inequality plays an important role in determining the approximability of 
the compact location problems defined above. 
One of the goals of our work is to find good approximation algorithms for sev- 
eral compact location problems introduced here. A relative approximation algorithm 
guarantees a solution which is within a multiplicatiae constant K of the optimal value 
2 In [I], the scaling factor used to define variance is I/p. We use 2/p(p - 1) for reasons of uniformity. 
for every instance of the problem. The multiplicative constant K is referred to as 
the perj~wmuncr guuvuntee provided by the algorithm. This paper is concerned with 
the study of relative approximation algorithms for the placement problems defined 
above. 
As shown in Section 5, unless P = NP, for several bicriteria problems considered 
here, it is not possible to find placements efficiently that strictly satisfy the constraint 
on the d-distances. This motivates the definition of a slightly relaxed version of the 
performance of an approximation algorithm for bicriteria problems. Formally, let I7 be 
a bicriteria compact location problem. An (x. p)-upproxirlzlrtiorz ulqorithn? for I7 (or 
an algorithm with a performance of (r,fi)) is a polynomial-time algorithm, which for 
any instance of I7 does one of the following: 
(a) It produces a solution within CA times the optimal value with respect to the first 
distance function c, violating the constraint with respect to the second distance 
function d by a factor of at most /I. 
(b) It returns the information that no feasible placement exists at all. 
Notice that if there is no feasible placement but there is a placement violating the 
constraint by a factor of at most /I, an (x, /I)-approximation algorithm has the choice 
of performing either action (a) or (b). 
We close this section with some basic definitions and an important observation. The 
srt c!f’ nei~g1~hor.s of a vertex L’ in G. denoted by N(v, G), is defined by N(v, G) := 
(12: (r,w)~E}. Th e l ryrre 1 deg(r, G) of 1: in G is the number of vertices in N( I’. G). 
For a subset V’ C V of nodes, we denote by G[ V’] the subgraph of G induced by 1”. 
Given a graph G = (V, E), the graph G’ = ( V, E’) is defined by (u, I’) E E’ if and only 
if there is a path in G between ~1 and c consisting of at most two edges. Following 
[ 191, the bottleneck yvuph bottleneck( G, (5, M) of G = ( V, E) with respect to ii and a 
bound M is defined by 
bottleneck( G, 6, M ) := ( V, E’) where E’ := {e E E : ii(r)<M}. 
Observation 2.3. Let H be u subgruph oj’ the wmplrte gvuph G = (V, E) Lvith &e- 
weights c(e) (e E E) sutiTf>iny thr triangle inqumlit): Then the ntricqht of’ thr h~~u~~ic.st 
e&e in H’ is <it most twice the Ivriqht of’ the hracirst r&y in H. 
3. Summary of results 
Here, we study the complexity and approximability of a number of unicriterion 
and bicriteria compact location problems. One contribution to this paper is a general 
framework that leads to efficient approximation algorithms with provable performance 
guarantees for several compact location problems. 
In Section 5, we show that the compact location problems studied in this pa- 
per are NP-hard. We establish hardness results for the unicriterion compact location 
problems (see Definition 2.1) which also extend, with appropriate modifications, to 
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bicriteria versions. Next, we prove that, in general, obtaining placements that are 
near-optimal is NP-hard. For the bicriteria versions these negative results continue 
to hold, even when we allow the budget constraint on the second cost function to 
be violated by a constant factor and one of the cost functions satisfies the triangle 
inequality. 
Given these hardness results, we focus our attention on graphs in which both the 
weight functions satisfy the triangle inequality. In the past, a substantial amount of 
work has been carried out in investigating the approximability of problems arising in 
network design and location theory when edge weights satisfy the triangle inequality 
(for example, see [33, 19,311). We refer the reader to the paper by Bern and Eppstein 
[7] for a comprehensive survey of other geometric location problems. We obtain the 
following approximability results. 
1. We provide an efficient generic method for approximating the unicriterion compact 
location problems when the distance function obeys triangle inequality. The procedure 
runs O(n2) in time. For the (MIN-DIA) problem, the algorithm provides a performance 
guarantee of 2. We also observe that no polynomial time heuristic for the (MIN-DIA) 
problem can provide a better performance guarantee unless P = NP. For the (MIN-SUM) 
and (MIN-VAR) problems, our heuristics provide performance guarantees of 2 -2/p, and 
4 - 6/p, respectively. 
2. We provide a polynomial-time approximation algorithm for TI-(MIN-DIA, DIA) 
with performance guarantee (2,2). Furthermore, we show that unless P = NP, no 
polynomial-time approximation algorithm can provide a performance guarantee of (2 - 
e,2) or (2,2 - e), for any s > 0. 
3. We give a polynomial-time approximation algorithm for TI-(MIN-DIA, DIA) with 
performance guarantee (2 -2/p, 2). We also show that, unless P = NP, no polynomial- 
time approximation algorithm can provide a performance guarantee of (a,2 - E), for 
any a>l, c>O. 
4. We provide a polynomial-time approximation algorithm for TI-(MIN-DIA, SUM) 
with performance guarantee (2,2 - 2/p). Furthermore, we show that unless P = NP, 
no polynomial-time approximation algorithm can provide a performance guarantee of 
(2-~,a), for any cc31, E>O. 
5. For all ‘/ > 0, we give a polynomial-time approximation algorithm for TI-(MIN- 
SUM, SUM) with performance guarantee (( 1 + ~)(2 - 2/p), (1 + lly)(2 - 2/p)). We also 
show that this algorithm can be implemented to run in time 0(n2 log2 n) using an 
elegant technique of Megiddo [27]. 
All the above approximation results can be extended to the case when there weights 
are on vertices. We discuss these extensions in Section 9. 
Our results are based on two basic techniques. The first is a combination of two ideas, 
namely the power of graphs approach of Hochbaum and Shmoys [ 191 and the local 
search approach for approximating single criteria compact location problems introduced 
in [22]. The second is an application of a parametric search technique similar to the 
one discussed in [26] for network design problems. 
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4. Related work 
In contrast to the NP-hardness results which hold for general distance matrices, geo- 
metric versions of (MIN-DIA) and (MIN-VAR) were shown to be solvable in polynomial 
time in [l]. In the geometric versions of these problems, the nodes are points in space 
and the distance between a pair of nodes is their Euclidean distance. For points in 
the plane, [l] contains an 0( p2.5n log p + n log n) algorithm for the (MIN-DIA) problem 
and an 0( p’n log n) algorithm for the (MIN-VAR) problem, and it is observed that these 
algorithms extend to higher dimensions. These algorithms are based on the construction 
of pth-order Voronoi diagrams [24,29]. 
Problems involving the placement of p facilities so as to minimize suitable cost 
measures have been studied extensively in the literature (see [7, 1, 10,20,30, 121 and 
the references cited therein). These problems can roughly be divided into two main 
categories. The first category of problems involves selecting a set of p facilities so as 
to minimize (or maximize) the cost (distance) from the unselected sites to the selected 
sites. Problems that can be cast in this framework include the p-center problem [ 19. 1 I], 
the p-cluster problem [19, 14, 171 and the p-median problem [25,28]. The second 
category consists of problems where the goal is to select p facilities so as to optimize 
a certain cost measure defined on the set of selected facilities. Problems that can be cast 
in this framework include the p-dispersion problem [31,34, 131, and the k-minimum 
spanning tree problem [32, 16,4,8,35]. 
In contrast, not much work has been done in finding optimal location of facilities 
when there is more than one objective. A notable work in this direction is by Bar- 
Ban, Kortsarz and Peleg [5] who considered the problem of assigning network centers, 
with a bound imposed on the number of nodes that any center can service. We refer 
the reader to [26,22,23] for a survey of the work done in the area of algorithms for 
bicriteria network design and location theory problems. 
5. Hardness results 
In this section, we prove our nonapproximability results. The hardness results are 
first established for the unicriterion versions of compact location problems. Then we 
show how these hardness results imply the hardness of bicriteria versions of compact 
location problems. Several of our hardness results use recent hardness results concerning 
approximability of the MAX-CLIQUE problem obtained by Bellare and Sudan [6] (see 
[ 151 for the definition of the problem). 
Theorem 5.1. Unless P = NP, for all c > 0 the problem MAX-CLIQUE &s not Izuuc~ 
m polynomiul-time approximation ulgorithm with pecformance guurunter 1 V 1’ 6-t 
Proposition 5.2. If the distances ure not required to sutisfi! the triangle inequality, 
then unless P= NP, for uny polynomial-time computuble ,function ,f there is no 
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polynomial time approximation algorithm for any of the problems (MIN-DIA), (MIN- 
SUM), (MIN-VAR), with a per@rmance of f( ( Vi). For any e > 0, TI-(MIN-DIA) is 
NP-hard to approximate within a jlzctor of 2 - E. 
Proof. We first sketch the NP-hardness proofs for the (MIN-DIA) and (MIN-SUM) prob- 
lems. The proof for (MIN-VAR) is similar. We use a reduction from CLIQUE. Given 
an instance of the CLIQUE problem given by a graph G = (V,E) and an integer J, 
construct an instance of (MIN-DIA) consisting of the complete graph on the node set 
V. For nodes x and y in Y, let c(x, y) = 1 if {x, y} EE and let c(x, y) = 2 otherwise. 
Clearly, the distances satisfy the triangle inequality. It is straightforward to verify that 
G has a clique of size J if and only if we can place J facilities such that the diameter 
of the placement is equal to 1. 
The same construction works for (MIN-SUM). If G has a clique of size J, then the 
nodes which form this clique constitute an optimal solution for the (MIN-SUM) instance 
with objective function value J(J - 1)/2. If G does not have a clique of size J, then 
any placement of J nodes has cost at least J(J - 1)/2 + 1. 
The same proof also shows that the existence of a polynomial-time algorithm for 
TI-(MIN-DIA). with a performance of 2 - c for some c > 0 implies that P= NP. 
When distances are not required to satisfy triangle inequality, the distance 2 in the 
above construction can be replaced by f( / VI) f or any polynomial-time computable 
function .f. c7 
The NP-hardness of the unicriterion compact location problems naturally implies the 
hardness of the bicriteria versions. In fact, one can establish even stronger hardness 
results, as shown below. 
Lemma 5.3. Unless P = NP, Jbr any E,E’ > 0, there can be no polynomial-time 
algorithm A which given an arbitrury instance of TI-(MIN-DIA, DIA), 
l either returns a subset S 2 V of at least + nodes satisfying 9d(S) ~(2 - F)B, 
l or provides the information that a placement of p nodes having d-diameter of at 
most B does not exist. 
Proof. Let I’ be an arbitrary instance of MAX-CLIQUE, given by a graph G’ = 
(I”,,!?). Without loss of generality, we can assume that E’ # 0. We will give a many- 
one Turing reduction to the problem TI-(MIN-DIA, DIA). 
For each 2 <k < ( V 1, we construct an instance I ck) of TI-(MIN-DIA, DIA) as follows: 
Let G@) =(V’ E) (E= {(u,v): u,v E V, u # v}) and define @),d@) : E 4 N by 
cck)(e) :== 1 foe all eE E and 
dCk’(e) := 
1 if ecE’, 
2 otherwise. 
It is trivial to see that both weight functions obey the triangle inequality. We let 
B”) := 1 and y(k) := k. Notice that the size of an instance I(” is still polynomial in 
the size of I’, and that we have constructed only polynomially many (namely, 0(/I’/)) 
instances. Now consider an instance 1” ). Note that any placement P of pt” = k nodes 
that has diameter L/,,,r,(P) <(2 - x)B = (2 - r:) must have diameter 1 and, thus, must 
form a clique in the original graph G’. 
Assume that the original graph G’ has a clique C of size p’“) =k. Then this clique 
will satisfy V,,:,(C)= Q~,,~,(C)=l =@“I. By our assumption, the algorithm A must 
return a set S of at least 2p/( V/’ “M nodes with d-diameter at most (2-r:)B = (2-r:) < 
2. Thus, as noted above, the algorithm must find a placement of diameter I. and this 
set will form a clique in the original graph G’. 
If there is no clique of size p (‘) = k in G’, any placement P of p(“) =k nodes in 
G’ must include at least one edge e of length d”)(r) = 2 > (2 - i:). Now, according 
to our assumptions about A, the algorithm has the choice of either returning a set of 
size at least 2p;‘IV/’ ‘-I.’ that will form a clique in the original graph or providing the 
information that there is no placement P of diameter at most B = I. 
Thus, the output of the algorithm A can be used to either obtain the information 
that G’ does not contain a clique of size p (k) = k or that G’ does have a clique of size 
at least 2p/lc’l’ 6-“. 
Now, wc run A for all the instances I (‘I ( 2 <k < 1 V( ). Since the size of each instance 
1”) is polynomial in the size of I’ and we only have 0( ( V/) instances, this will result 
in an overall polynomial-time algorithm, according to our assumptions about A. Let 
m := max{k : A returns a set S of diameter I}. Then, by our observations from above, 
we can conclude that G’ has a clique of size at least 2n7/1C’l’ ‘-,’ and that there is no 
clique of size m + 1 in G’. Hence, we can approximate the maximum clique number 
of G’ by a factor of at most ((m + 1 )/2m). (VI’ “me’,‘<iV1’ 6pc.‘. By the results in [h] 
(Theorem 5.1), this would imply that P = NP. J 
Again, replacing the factor 2 by a suitable polynomial-time computable function 
,f’ (e.g. ,f’= (3(2P0’Y(IrI)), which given an input length of Q( ( V/) is polynomial-time 
computable, it can be seen that, if the triangle inequality is not required to hold, there 
can be no polynomial-time approximation with performance ratio ,f( / V /) for either the 
optimal function value or the constraint, unless P = NP). These results are summarized 
in Table 1 of Section 10. 
6. Unicriterion compact location problems 
In this section, we present our approximation algorithms for the unicriterion versions 
of compact location problems. We begin (Section 6.1) by discussing our approximation 
algorithm for the minimum variance problem and then discuss (Section 6.2) similar 
heuristics for the minimum sum and minimum diameter problems. 
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procedure Gen-Alg(G = (V, E), M,) 
Comment: G = (V, E) denotes the graph with edge and/or node weights. M, is a function 
that returns the cost of a given placement. 
1. if [VI < p then return “certificate of failure” 
2. else 
begin 
(a) Solution t 0 and Value t w. 
(b) for each node v E V do 
begin 
end 
i. FindN(v)={vl,..., +,_I} s V - {v} such that N(v) contains 
p - 1 nodes in V - {v} closest to v. 
ii. P(v) = N(v) U {v}. 
iii. t t MJv,N(v)). 
iv. if t < Value then Solution + P(v) and Value t t. 
end 
3. output’Solution and Value. 
Fig. 1. Generic algorithm. 
6.1. Approximating minimum variance 
Recall that the goal of (MIN-VAR) problem is to find a placement P for which 
2!,(P), the sum of the squares of the distances between the nodes in the placement, is 
minimized. 
Our heuristic for the (MIN-VAR) problem, denoted by &?lJr-(Mm-VAR), consists 
merely of a call to the generic procedure of Fig. 1 with G as the graph corresponding 
to the problem instance and .AZC := &, where for a set N 5 V\{u} we have 
&(v,N) := c [c(u,w)]~. 
WEN 
(1) 
We now establish the performance of the algorithm using the following lemma whose 
proof is immediate. 
Lemma 6.1. If the distances in a network satisfy the triangle inequality, then for all 
nodes x, y, z, kWN2 62([c(x, Y>12 + k%YJ)12>. 
Lemma 6.2. Let v E V be an arbitrary node and let N(v) = {WI,. . . , wp_ 1) be the set 
of nearest neighbors of v in V - {v} with respect to c. Dejine 
Qu := ~&,N(v)) = C [c(v,w)]*. (2) 
&N(v) 
Then Z?C({v} U N(v))6(2p - 3)Qv. 
Proof. 
=U{v> N(v)) = c 
IL’E/v(1’)U{C} 
[C(V> a2 + u MtN%)CI{ ,) [C(% 4 
3 ’ L ri=Ai 
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<Qec+ C 2([c(u,v>12 + [c(v,vv)]~) (by Lemma 6.1) 
u,x~EN(c)U{c} 
U#ll, 
=Qv+ C c 2 [c(c, n)]2 
IvE.V(~)U{l~) uEN(c)U(l.,n.) 
= Qc+W-2) C [c( L’, wp 
nEh’(,.)U{r} 
= Qc + 2(p - 2)Q,. 
= (2~ - 3)Ql-. 0 
Lemma 6.3. Let I be un instance of (MIN-VAR). Let P* C V be an optimul placement 
crnd let PC V be the placement produced by Hew-(Mu+VAR), respectively ,fbr the 
instunce I. Then &(P)/&(P*)<4 - 6/p. 
Proof. For each node w E P*, let 




&(P*)= ; c R,,.. 
WEP’ 
(4) 
Choose PEP” such that 
R,. = ,%l;r R,.. * (5) 
Then 




R,. < 1 d(f’* ). 
p 
(7) 
Consider the iteration of the for loop (Step 2(b) of (Fig. 1 ), where the node c chosen 
above is considered by the heuristic. Let N(u) = { WI,. , wp_ I} be the set of nearest 
neighbors of c’ in V - {u} chosen in that iteration. By definition of RC and Qr we have 
Ql = c [CC% w>12 <,g [c(c, w)]* = R,, (8) 
WEN( L.) * 
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because N(V) is chosen as the set of p - 1 nearest neighbors of c. Then 
(2~ - 3)Qc ti (2~ - 3)& (by Eq. (8)) 
UP*) (by Eq. (7)) 
(9) 
(10) 
= 4 - ; &(P*). 
[ I (11) 
By construction, our algorithm will choose a node d with minimum value 
QB = &( fi,l_l N( 6)). Thus, Q< 6 Qc and we get 
2(N(d) U (6)) < (2p - 3)& 
d (2P - 3)QU 
(by Lemma 6.2) 
d 4- ; Z?,(P*) (by Eq. (11)). 
[ I 
This completes the proof. 0 
We now address the running time of our algorithm. Let IZ := / VJ be the number 
of nodes in the graph G. Then the number m of edges is m = in(n - 1) = @(n2). The 
main effort of the algorithm is in the loop in Step 2(b). For each node a we must 
determine the (p - 1) nearest neighbors with respect to the c distance function. This 
can be done in O(n + p) time as follows. We first use a linear time selection algorithm 
(see e.g. [9]) to find the node w with the (p - 1)st smallest distance from v. Then, by 
performing one linear pass over the O(n) neighbors of v and comparing their distance 
to c(v, w), we can then extract the p - 1 nearest neighbors of v in O(n + p) time. 
Then, the algorithm computes the function &(v,N(v)) for each of the n placements 
P(v) = {v} U N(v). Evaluating 3, for one placement needs O(p) time. Choosing the 
best placement P(v) (with respect to 3,) can then be accomplished in O(n) time. This 
results in an overall time of O(n* + np) = O(n2). 
6.2. Approximating TI-(MIN-SUM) and TI-(MIN-DIA) 
We are going to establish two lemmas which enable us to use measures that can be 
computed faster than $ and gc. 
Lemma 6.4. Let v V be arbitrary node let N V\(v) be set of - 1 
Dejine 
Z&v, := c (12) 
WEN 
&(v, N) Z”N” c(v,w). (13) 
Then $({v}UN)<(p - 1). @c(v,N) and 9c({~}~N)<2~?,(v,N). 
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Proof. We first prove the bound with respect to .Y,. Let w E N be arbitrary. Then 
(14) 
Now using (14) we obtain 
i 
‘+&,N)+ ; C ((p - 2)c(u.w) + &(c,N)) 
WEN 
= p.(r:,N) + J&t:, N) 
= (p - l)&v,N). 
This proves the first part of the lemma. For the second part, observe that (c)UN 
will form a clique in the square of the bottleneck graph bottleneck(G,c, c?~(c, N)). The 
claim now follows immediately from Observation 2. 0 
Using the above lemma and following a proof outline similar to those of Lemmas 6.4 
and 6.3, we obtain 
Theorem 6.5. Denote by t/em--(MN-SUM) and Heur-(MN-DIA) the algorithms result- 
iny by setting c 24, := Sf and J& := gC, respectively, in the generic procedure .shown 
in Fig. 1. 
“Then Heur-(MIN-SUM) as applied to TI-(MIN-SUM) has a perfbrmance of’ 
2 - 2/p. /-/eur(MiN-DrA) is an appro.ximation algorithm jbr TI-(MIN-DIA) jor Ic%ith a
perfiwmance qf’2. Both algorithms have a running time of’ 0(n2). 
We will prove more general versions of Theorem 6.5 in Sections 7 and 8. 
We have presented heuristics for unicriterion compact location problems under the 
three objectives, namely minimum diameter, minimum average distance and minimum 
variance. In [21], we present problem instances to show that a solution which is optimal 
with respect to one objective can be arbitrarily poor with respect to another objective, 
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even when triangle inequality holds. These examples demonstrate that the objectives 
are in some sense orthogonal. 
7. Heuristics for diameter constrained problems 
In this section, we discuss our approximation algorithms for bicriteria compact lo- 
cation problems when the budget constraint is on the diameter. We begin with a brief 
discussion of the basic technique (Section 7.1). This is followed by our approximation 
algorithms for TI-(MIN-SUM, DIA) (Section 7.2) and TI-(MIN-DIA, DIA) (Section 7.3). 
7.1. Basic technique 
Hochbaum and Shmoys [19] introduced a general approach for approximating a 
number of bottleneck problems when the costs satisfy triangle inequality. We combine 
this approach with the local search heuristic for compact location problem developed in 
[22] to obtain our approximation algorithms for diameter-constrained compact location 
problems. 
To illustrate our ideas, consider the problem TI-(MIN-SIJM,DIA). Let B be the bound 
on the diameter of the placement with respect to the d-cost. It is clear that in the 
subgraph induced by an optimal placement, no edge has d-cost more than B. Thus, 
we can prune all the edges in the graph with d-costs more than B. Call the resulting 
graph G’. Since finding an optimal placement that minimizes the sum of distances 
with respect to c-cost is “hard” even in the modified graph, we resort to finding a near 
optimal placement. We find a near optimal placement in G’ with respect to the c-costs. 
This placement becomes a clique in the square graph (G’)2. Because the edge weights 
satisfy triangle inequality, it follows that the placement does not violate the constraint 
by a factor of more than 2. 
7.2. Approximating TI-(MIN-SUM, DIA) 
We present an approximation algorithm for the problem TT-(MIN-SUM,DIA) that pro- 
vides a performance guarantee of (2 -2/p, 2). The algorithm is shown in Fig. 2, where 
the cost measure A& corresponds to 2, defined in (12). 
7.2.1. Performance guarantee 
We will show that a placement returned by the algorithm will be almost feasible in 
the sense that it violates the diameter constraint by a factor of at most 2. 
Lemma 7.1. Any placement considered by the algorithm in Step 7 has d-diameter at 
most 2B. 
Proof. Observe that any placement P(u) which is considered by the algorithm consists 
of a vertex v and p - 1 vertices WI,. . . , wp-l that are adjacent to u in the bottleneck 
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Procedure HEUR-FOR-DIA-CONSTRAINT 
1 G’ := bottleneck(G, d, B) 
2 Vennd := {v E G’ : deg(v, G’) 2 p - 1) 
3 if Vcond = 0 then return “certificate of failure” 
4 for each u E Veand o 
5 Let N(u, G’) = {WI,. , w, 
Let N(v) := { 1 . VI -1; 
wth c(v, wl) 5 < c(v, w,) 
6 
7 Let P(v) := {u; ; Ni$ 
8 output the placement P(v) = {v}UN(v) with the smallest value M,(u, N(v)) 
Fig. 2. Details of the heuristic TI-(MIN-SUM, DIG) 
graph G’ := bottleneck( G, d, B), which does not contain edges of d-weight greater than 
B. The placement will form a clique a clique in (G’)2. By Observation 2 all the edges 
between the vertices in this clique have d-weight at most 2B. In other words, the 
d-diameter of P(a) is at most 2B. Cl 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 7.1 we obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary 7.2. If the ulgorithm returns u placement P (i.e., the algorithm does not 
report that that no jkasibk solution exists), then the d-diameter of P is ut most 2B. 
We are now ready to establish the performance of the algorithm in Fig. 2. 
Lemma 7.3. Algorithm HEUR-FOR-DIA-CONSTRAINT culled nsith .c;/,. := .q; 11~s II
pe+rmance oj’ (2 - 2/p, 2). 
Proof. By Corollary 7.2 we know that any solution output by the algorithm will violate 
the constraint on the d-diameter by a factor of at most 2. Suppose the algorithm reports 
the infeasibility of an instance in Step 3. Then, indeed, no feasible solution to the 
instance can exist, since any feasible solution with d-diameter at most B will form a 
clique in the bottleneck graph G’. In particular, there will be at least p nodes of degree 
p or greater in G’ and &,d cannot be empty. 
It remains to show that for any instance of TI-(MIN-SUM, DIA) with a nonempty 
set of feasible solutions, the algorithm will find a good placement with respect to the 
objective 54,. 
Consider an optimal solution P* such that S?d(P*) <B and let OPT := 9;,(P*) be 
the optimal objective function value. By definition, this placement forms a clique of size 
p in G’ := bottleneck(G, d, B). Hence, for any node c E P* we have lN( c, G’)l > p 
and P* 2 &nd. For each node c E P*, let R, := xwEP* ,+ c(z‘,w). Then we have 
-z,(P*) = ; .&J* R,.. Now let L’ c P* be so that R, is a minimum among all nodes 
in P”. Then clearly 
OPT = cY;,(P*)> ;R,. (15) 
As mentioned earlier, u E &nd. Consider the step of the algorithm in which it examines 
u. Let N(r) := P(v)\{u} denote the set of p - 1 nearest neighbors of 2: in G’ with 
respect to c. Then we have 
by definition of N(C) as the set of nearest neighbors. By construction, our algorithm 
chooses a placement P(C) = N(G) U (6) such that $(C,N(C)) is minimized. Conse- 
quently, we have 
(17) 
By Lemma 6.4 we have 
YC(c(p(t?)) < (p l)$(a,N(d)) 
(17) 
d (2 - 2:‘~) OPT. 
This establishes the claimed performance guarantee. 0 
Let n:= 1 VI be the number of nodes in the graph G. Then the number m of edges is 
m = in(n - 1) = @(n’). Thus, the bottleneck graph G’ in Step 1 of the algorithm can 
be computed in time O(m) by simply inspecting the weight d(s) for each edge efE. 
The set of candidate nodes &,,d can then be determined in O(n) time. Now, using the 
same analysis as in Section 6 for the generic algorithm, it now follows that the total 
time complexity of Algorithm HEUR-FOR-DIA-CONSTRAINT is O(n*t-np) = 0(n2). 
7.2.2. Lower-bound exumple 
We provide an example of an instance I of TI-(MIN-SUM, DIA), where the (2-2/p, 2)- 
performance of our heuristic is asymptotically tight. In this example, the node set 
V consists of p + 1 subsets Bo,. . _, BP. The set Bo = {zQ,. _, q,} forms an optimal 
placement of p nodes and the distances between the nodes in BO are C(tli, 1~) = 1 and 
d(vI, u_,) = 1, All other sets B, (i > 1) consist of p- 1 nodes and we let c(u, w) = 2 -2s 
and d(u, w) = 2, for al1 U, MI E B;. 
Let z’~ be any node in the optimum placement Bo. We let C(U,,VV) = 1 - E and 
d(~,,w) = 1 for all w E Bf, while we let c(tli,w’) = 2 - E and d(vi, W) = 2 for all 
MJ’EB,, j # i. 
Finally, for each edge (u,v) such that u and v belong to distinct sets B,, we let 
c(u, 11) = 3 - 2~ and d(~, V) = 2. It is easily verified that the distance functions c and 
d obey the triangle inequality. The instance I just described is illustrated in Fig. 3. 
For the bound B := 1, the set Bo forms an optimum placement with objective function 
value 5$(&,) = fp(p - I) and diameter 9d(B0) = 1. In the first step, the aIgorithm 
calculates the bottleneck graph G’ = bottleneck(G, d, 1). This graph now only contains 
the edges between the nodes in Bo and the edges of the form ([ii, w) with w E B,. It 
is now easy to see that KEand = Bo. For each node vi E Bo the set of p - 1 nearest 
neighbors consists of the set B, and .c~~({zJ} UBI) = 2 = 28. Moreover, ~cp,({v,}U&) = 
(p- l)(l-E)+~((P-l)(y-2))(2-2~) and lim 6-0 Yc({u;} U Bj)/.CS(Bo) = 2 - 2/p. 
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Fig. 3. Lower-bound example for the heuristic for TI-(MIN-SUM. DIA). 
7.3. Approximutiny TI-(MIN-DIA, DIA) 
Using the results from Section 6 in conjunction with the results in [26] we can 
devise an approximation algorithm with a performance guarantee (4,4) for TI-(MIX- 
DIA, DIA). Here, we present an improved heuristic for this problem. This heuristic 
provides a performance guarantee of (2,2). In view of the negative result discussed 
earlier, this is the best approximation we can expect to obtain in polynomial time. 
The heuristic for approximating TI-(MIN-DIA, DIA) is the same as HEUR-FOR-DIA- 
CONSTRAINT given in Fig. 2, except that the measure cgc := 8,,, where &, is 
defined in Eq. (13). 
Theorem 7.4. Algorithm HEUR-FOR-DIA-CONSTRAINT culled with MC := ‘i, 
(where 4,, is defined in (13)) is un approximation ulgorithm ,for TI-(MIWSIJM, DIA) 
with a performance of’ (2,2). 
Proof. Consider an optimal solution P” such that Qd(P*) <B. It can be seen that 
p* c &nd, and thus l&d is nonempty. Consequently, the heuristic will not output 
a “certificate of failure” in Step 3. Any placement considered by the algorithm will 
turn into a clique in (G’)*, where G’ = bottleneck(G, d, B). Thus, as in the proof 
of Lemma 7.3, we can conclude that any placement considered by the heuristic will 
violate the diameter constraint by a factor of at most 2. 
Now consider an arbitrary node 1: E P*. Clearly, c E l&d and consequently it will be 
considered in the loop. By definition of N(v), for any w t!V(tl) we have c(c, w)< OPT, 
hence &,(c, N(v)) < OPT. Thus, by the triangle inequality 
pC(N(o) u {~})<2G5,,(v,N(v))<20PT. 0 
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The same running time analysis as in the case of TI-(MIN-SUM, DIA) shows that the 
algorithm runs in time O(n2). 
Lower-bound example: The lower-bound example in Fig. 3 can be used to show 
that the approximation ratio indicated in Theorem 7.4 is tight for the heuristic. Again, 
an optimum placement consists of the nodes in Bo for which both c- and d-costs are 
equal to 1. The placement returned by the heuristic is one of the sets {vi} U B,, which 
has c-cost equal to 2 - 2s and d-cost equal to 2. 
8. Heuristics for sum-constrained problems 
In this section, we study approximation algorithms for bicriteria compact location 
problems where the objective is to minimize either the diameter gC or the sum of the 
distances YC subject to constraints of sum type. 
First note that an (a,p)-approximation algorithm for TI-(MIN-DIA, SUM) can be con- 
structed with the help of a (p,cx)-approximation algorithm A for TI-(MIN-DIA, DIA) as 
follows: Using binary search, we find the minimum M E {c(e) : e E E} such that A as 
applied to the instance I’ of TI-(MIN-SUM, DIA), with the bound on the c-diameter set 
to M, finds a set of nodes where the total sum of the distances between the nodes is 
at most PB. 
Thus, taking into account our results from Section 7.2 we obtain an approximation 
algorithm for TI-(MIN-SUM, SUM) with a performance of (2,2 - 2/p) and a running 
time O(n2 log n). 
As a lower bound example, consider again the instance depicted in Fig. 3 but inter- 
change the c- and d-costs and set the bound B to be ip(p - 1). It is easy to see that 
by choosing e > 0 small enough, the performance of the heuristic for this instance is 
arbitrarily close to (2,2 - 2/p). 
We proceed to present a heuristic for TI-(MIN-SUM, SUM). The basic idea behind the 
approximation algorithm is to use a parametric search technique to reduce the problem 
to that of solving the minimum sum problem for a modified weight function. Then, 
by appropriate scaling and rounding techniques, this solution can be transformed back 
into a near optimal solution for the original bicriteria problem. 
The presentation of our approximation algorithm is organized as follows. We first 
present our heuristic and show that it provides a performance guarantee of 
((2 - 2/p)( 1 + I,+), (2 - 2/p)( 1 + y)) for any fixed y > 0. We then show how to 
improve the running time of the heuristic using an elegant technique due to Megiddo 
~271. 
8.1. A slow heuristic 
The main procedure shown in Fig. 4 uses the test procedure from Fig. 5. Step 3 of 
the main procedure, that is, computing a (2 - 2/p)-approximation for the constructed 
instance of (MIN-SUM) (i.e. minimizing y7), can be done by using the unicriterion 
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Procedure HEUR-FOR-(MIN-SUM, SUM) 
1 Use a binary search to find the smallest integer 
M E Z := [0,p2max{ c(e) : e E E }] 
such that Sum-Test(T)=Yes. 
2 if the binary search terminates with the information that there is no such integer 
then output “There is no feasible solution” and stop 
3 Let P be placement generated by Sum-Test(T) 
4 if&(P) > (2 - 2/p)B then output “There is 110 feasible solution” else output P 
Fig. 4. Main procedure for Tl-( MIN-SUM, SAM) 
Procedure Sum-Test(M) 
1 Let p:= g. 
2 for each pair (v, w) of nodes define the distance function h(v, w) by 
h(v, w) := c(v, w) + pd(v, w). 
3 Compute a (2-2/p)-approximation for the (MIWSUM) instance given by the graph 
G the number p and distances h(e), e E E 
4 Let PM be a set of p nodes with &(PM) < (2 -2/p) p>;lt! S,,(P). 
I pi=p 
5 if &(&) < (2 - 2/p)(l + y)M then output “Yes” else output “No” 
Fig. 5. Test procedure used for Tl-(MIN-SUM, SUM). 
algorithm from Section 6 for (MIN-S~JM) (or the algorithm from Section 7.2, where we 
set c := k, d := 1 and B := 1). We also note that 7 is a fixed quantity that specifies 
the accuracy requirement. 
For a given value of M, let OPT,,,, denote the sum of the distances of an optimal 
placement of p nodes with respect to the distance function k,+.,(c, w) := c(r,\v) + 
(M/B)d(v. w) = c(c, w) + pd(tl, w); that is 
OPTi,,, = p&, s,,(p). 
IP’P 
We have the following lemma. 
Lemma 8.1. The jiinction F(M) = OPTh,,/M is monotonica& nonincreosiny on jbr 
M >O. 
Proof. Let Ml and M2 be given numbers with Ml < M2. Let PI and P2 denote optimal 
placements of p nodes under kM when M =Ml and M = M2, respectively. For i E { 1,2}, 
let C, and Di denote the costs of placement P; under c and d, respectively. Thus, we 
have that F(M,)=C,/M; + D;/B for it{1,2}. 
Consider the cost under k of the placement PI when M = M2. By the definition 
of CI and D1, it follows that the cost of PI is Ct + Dl . M2/B. Thus, the value of 
F(M2) is at most this cost divided by Mz which is Cl/M2 + Dj/B. This in turn is less 
than Cl/M, + D,/B, since Ml -=c M2. But Cl/M, + DI /B is exactly F(Ml ), and hence 
F(MI ) 3F(AJ2 >. 0 
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The next corollary proves that the binary search in Algorithm HEUR-FOR-MIN- 
SUM,SUM works correctly. Before we state and prove the corollary, observe that Step 4 
of the algorithm ensures that, if the algorithm outputs a placement, this placement will 
violate the constraint on the sum of the d-distances by a factor of at most 2 - 2/p. 
Thus, in the sequel, we can restrict ourselves to instances with a nonempty set of 
feasible solutions. Given such an instance, let OPT = L$(P*) denote the function 
value of an optimal placement P* of p nodes. To simplify the analysis, we assume 
that OPT/y is an integer. This can be enforced by first scaling the cost function c so 
that all values are integers and then scaling again by y. 
Corollary 8.2. The test procedure Sum- Test returns “Yes” for all M > OPT/y. Thus, 
the binary search in Algorithm HEUR-FOR-(MN-SUM, SUM) works correctly and either 
finds a value M’ <OPT/y or provides the information that Sum-Test returns “No” 
for all values of M. 
Proof. We first show that the procedure will return “Yes” if called with M* = OPT/y. 
Notice that M* is an integer by our assumption. We estimate the sum of the hM*- 
distances between the nodes in the optimal placement P*. This sum is then OPT + 
(M*/B)B = OPT + M” = (1 + y)M*. Thus, it follows that OPTh,,,. ~(1 + y)B* and 
the (2-2/p)-approximation PT that is computed in Step 3 will satisfy 5$(P,+t*)<(2 - 
2/p)OPT+ 6(2 - 2/p)( 1 + Y)M*. 
Thus, we observe that the procedure will return “Yes”. Moreover, since OPThue < 
(1 +y)B*, it follows that F(M* ) < ( 1 +y), where F is the function defined in Lemma 8.1. 
By the results of this lemma we then have F(M)<( 1 + y) for all M>M*. 
This is equivalent to saying that for all M >M* the corresponding optimal placement 
P$ minimizing Pj’,,, satisfies y?,,,(PL) <( 1 + y)M. Hence, for all these values of M, 
the approximation PM computed in Step 3 of the test procedure will satisfy yihL, (PM) < 
(2 - 2/p)( 1 + y)M. But this means that Algorithm 5 will return “Yes” for all M >M*. 
0 
Now we are ready to complete the proof of the performance of our approximation 
algorithm. 
Lemma 8.3. For any jixed y > 0 Algorithm HEUR-FOR-(MIN-SUM, SUM), as applied 
to TI-(MIN-SUM, SUM), has a performance of ((2 - 2/p)( 1 + l/y), (2 - 2/p)( 1 + 7)). 
Proof. By Corollary 8.2, the binary search in Algorithm 4 will successfully end with 
a value of M satisfying AI< OPT/y. Let PM be the corresponding placement that is 
returned by Sum-Test. Then we have 
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Moreover, we see that 
Multiplying the last chain of inequalities by B/M yields 
%(P,, )<(2 - 2/p)(l + y)B. 
This completes the proof. 0 
In the above version of the heuristic for TI-MIN-(SUM,SUM) the test procedure Sum- 
Test is called O(log(p2cma&)) times during the binary search, where cmax := 
max{c(e): e E E}. For the rest of this section, let Ttes,(n) = O(n*) be the time re- 
quired for a single call to Sum-Test. Then, the total time for the algorithm would be 
O( log p%,& T,,,,(n)). We will now show how to improve this running time. 
8.2. Outlinr qf u ,fbster heuristic 
If Sum-Test is called with some parameter K, it first computes the compound 
weights hK. Then, in Step 3 it computes a 2 - 2/p-approximation for the (unicriterion) 
Tl-(MIN-SUM) instance with edge weights given by hK. This is done with the help of 
our algorithm from Section 6. Recall that this algorithm generates n placements P( I?). 
one for each vertex and its nearest neighbors with respect to hK. It then outputs the 
placement with the best objective function value .$,i;, 
As before, let K* ~9 := [O, p2 max{c(e) : eG}] be the minimum value such that 
Sum-Test(K*) =“Yes”. Assume that we already know the ordering of the edges in 
the graph with respect to hK*. Then, for each vertex L’ we can find the p ~ 1 nearest 
neighbors with respect to hK*. We do not need to know the weights; the ordering 
suffices. Thus, given the knowledge about the ordering with respect to hp, we can 
find a set of n placements containing the placement output by our slow heuristic for 
TI-(MIN-SUM, SUM) above. 
This is what our faster algorithm will do in the first phase. It will find the ordering 
with respect to hp and narrow our search to n placements. This is done without 
actually knowing K*. In the second phase, we will determine the placement among 
these n placements which our slow heuristic would output. 
Let m = in(n - 1) be the number of edges in the graph G = (V,E). Basically we 
wish to sort the set S := {hp(el), . , hK*(q7,)} where K* is not known. However, for 
any K we can decide whether K* <K or K* > K by one call to our test procedure 
Sum-Test: If Sum-Test(K) =“Yes”, then we know that K* <K. Otherwise, we can 
conclude that K* > K. 
Recall that the hK-weight of an edge e is given by c(e) + Md(e)/B. Thus, for each 
edge e, the compound weight hK(e), viewed as a function of K, is linear. Given two 
edges e and e’, their ordering with respect to the compound weight hK changes at 
most once when K varies, namely at the point where the two linear functions intersect. 
Clearly, given two edges e and e’ this value of K can be computed in constant time. 
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Using Megiddo’s technique [27] we can accomplish the sorting of the set S efficiently 
by using only O(log” m) calls to Algorithm Sum-Test plus an overhead of O(m logm) 
elementary operations. Since each call to Sum-Test takes Ttest(n) = O(n*) time and 
m = O(n*), we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 8.4. The improved heuristic computes the ordering of the edges with respect 
to hK* in time 0(n2 log* n). 
Let Psh be the placement generated by our slow heuristic for TI-(MIN-SUM, SUM). 
We have already argued that, given the ordering of the edges with respect to hK* 
we can find a set .Y = {P(vi), . . ,P(u,)} of placements such that Psiow E 9’. By the 
construction of our slow algorithm, it follows that Psiow is a placement P(uj) in 9 
with minimum L?&* (Vj,N(Vj)), where N(uj) is the set of p - 1 nearest neighbors to 
vj with respect to hK*. We now show how to find PSloW in the set 9 efficiently. 
For each placement P(vi)Eg denote by Ci := g(P(vi)) and Q := L&(P(ui)) the 
simplified sum of the c-weights and d-weights respectively (see Eq. (12)). Clearly, all 
the Cl and Di can be found in an overall time of O(np). 
Observe that &<(P(vi)) = Ci + KDi/B. Our task now becomes that of finding a 
placement having minimum value when K = K*. Again, we can view PhK (P(vi)) as a 
linear function of K. The ordering of two placements changes, when the two functions 
intersect. Using the same technique as finding the ordering of the edges with respect 
to hK*, we can find the ordering of the placements in 9 with respect to L& in time 
O(m log m + T&n) log* m). 
This enables us to find the same placement as the slow heuristic in an overall time of 
O(m log m + Test(n) log* m). Since, again, Ttest(n) = 0(n2) and m = O(n*), we obtain 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 8.5. For any jixed y > 0, the improved heuristic for TI-(MIN-SUM, SUM) has 
a performance of ((2 - 2/p)( 1 + 1/~),(2 - 2/p)(l + y)) and a running time of 
0(n2 log* n). 
9. Extension to the node-weighted case 
We now briefly discuss how to extend our algorithms to apply to the case when 
we additionally have weights for each node in G, and the minimization objective 
is a function of both edge weights and node weights. For the sake of brevity, we 
will illustrate our ideas for such an extension by considering one specific problem, 
namely TI-(MIN-SUM, DIA). The approximation algorithms for the other problems can 
be extended in a similar fashion. 
The input consists again of a complete undirected graph G = ( V, E) with edge-weight 
functions c,d and weights o(v), for each v E V. The goal is to find a placement P, 
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with IP( = p, such that the objective function 
is minimized subject to the same constraint as for the (MIN-SUM, DIA) problem, namely 
Q’d(P) d B. We denote this extension of the (MIN-SUM, DIA) problem by (MIN-SUM, 
DIA)““. 
To obtain an approximate solution for TI-(MIN-SUM,DIA)+“‘, we transform a given 
instance I of TI-(MIN-SUM, DIA) ‘H into an instance /’ of TI-(MIN-SUM,DIA) as follows. 
Let G’( V’, E’) denote the graph which is part of the instance I’. The nodes of G’( V’. E’ ) 
are in one-to-one correspondence with the nodes of G. The d/-cost on each edge in 
G’ is the same as the d-cost of the corresponding edge in G. The c’-cost for an edge 
(c’, w’) in G’ is defined as follows: 
c’(d,w’) := c(u,w) + +p(a) + w(w)). 
It is easy to check that the triangle inequality is satisfied for c’. Next consider a 
placement P’ of p nodes in I’. The set P’ can also be interpreted as a placement P 
for instance I. By a straightforward calculation, it can be seen that for any placement 
P of p nodes, 
-jJ c’(d,w’) = c w(v)+ c C(D,W) 
d=( r’.w’ ) L&P (‘=( v. w) 
I.‘,W’EP I’.MEP 
Therefore, the above transformation and our heuristic for TI-(MIN-SUM, DIA) together 
provide an approximation algorithm with a performance of (2 - 2/p,2) for Tl-(MIN- 
SUM, DIA)““. 
10. Concluding remarks 
We introduced and studied the complexity and approximability of several natural 
bicriteria compact location problems. Our results demonstrate that when distance func- 
tions obey the triangle inequality, the problems are provably easier to approximate. 
Tables l-3 summarize our results. Table 1 shows the hardness results for the various 
unicriterion problems. Table 2 gives the corresponding approximation results. Table 3 
shows our results for bicriteria compact location problems. The horizontal entries de- 
note the objective function. For example, the entry in row i, column j denotes the 
performance guarantee for the problem of minimizing objective j with a budget on 
objective i. 
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Table 1 
Complexity results for compact location problems 





















Notr: The ID version of (MwSUM) can be solved efficiently because every optimal solution consists of p 
contiguous points. 
Table 2 




( MIN-DIA) (MIN-SUM) (MIN-VAR) 
UB LB UB LB UB LB 
NCR NCR _ NCR 
2 2 2-I/P Open 4 - 6/P Open 
Notes: UB denotes the best-known upper bound on the performance guarantee. LB denotes the lower bound 
on the performance guarantee; that is, the intrinsic limit assuming P # NP. NCR is an abbreviation for “no 
guaranteed ratio”. 
Table 3 
Performance guarantee results for bicriteria compact location problems where both the edge weights obey 






Approximable within (2,2). 
Not approximable within 
(2 - c,2) or (2,2 ~ 6). 
Approximable within (2.2 - 2/p). 
Not approximable within (2 - E,(X). 
Approximable within (2 - 2/p, 2). 
Not approximable within (x, 2 - a). 
Approximable within 
((1 + ;a)(2 - 2/P),(l + l/7)(2 - 2/P)). 
;I > 0 is a fixed accuracy parameter. The non-approximability results stated assume that P# NP. As discussed 
in Section 9, these results can be extended to handle node weights. 
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